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1 Purpose of the Psychro Tools App 
The Psychro Tools App allows you defining a set of actions making up a psychrometric process. You 

can then simulate that process by applying a climate file to the start point of the process. 

 

A process has a starting point, connected to a first action. An action may have several incoming points 

and a result point, which in turn is an incoming point of a next action. While defining the actions, the 

Psychro Tools App shows the results on a psychrometrics or a Mollier diagram. 

 

After having defined a process, you can select or create a climate file. Such a file contains climate 

data for every hour of a year.  

 

You can then apply these data one by one to the start point of the psychrometric process and calculate 

the necessary energy to get the result in the end point of the process. The amount of energy depends 

on the required airflow and the required amount of cooling or heating capacity. 

 

So, the three main function of the Pyschro Tools App are: 

- Creating one or more psychrometric processes. 

- Define or select a climate file for a given location on Earth. 

- Simulate the processes by applying the climate data to the start point. 

 

Figure 1 shows a heating process consisting of a few actions. Its starting point is PH, which is an 

ambient air point. A second point is RH, which is the room condition. 

 

Starting from the point PH, a heating action is applied. This can be an action using a given heat 

capacity or an action to heat up to a given condition of air. To the resulting point (Gen4), a humidifying 

action is applied up to a given point HP. Finally, the conditions of the air in the points HP and RH is 

mixed adiabatically to get the final result in the point RHN. 

This is a static process, which may give quite different results if the conditions of the start point PH 

change. If its humidity rises, the process will require less humidification. If its temperature becomes 

higher, the process will need less heating, etc. This is where the climate data come in: during a 

simulation, several different conditions will be applied to this point PH. Each of these conditions then 

results in a different amount of energy used for that condition. 

 

In addition to the three main functions, the Psychro Tools App offers a number of other functions: 

- A simple file management system to create, open and save projects. 

- Creating a pdf report with the results. 

 

Figure 1: A heating process consisting of several actions 
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- Defining parameters for heat exchangers. 

- Selecting preferences. 

- Selecting the units and dimensions, either in SI (metric system) or in I-P (Imperial system). 

- Defining different colors. 

- Get a short explanation text of how to use the Psychro Tools App. 

 

This app is available on MacOS (Apple Store), Windows (Microsoft Store), Android (Google Play) 

and iOS (Apple Store). 
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2 The Screen Overview and Project Management 
Figure 2 shows the start screen of the Psychro Tools App. It shows the project management functions. 

In the upper left corner of the screen, it gives displays the active function (“Manage Projects”), which 

also corresponds with an icon. The active icon shows a light blue background color. 

All icons at the left define a set of functions. They are shortly explained through the last icon, which 

is the short help icon. Figure 3 shows the part of its contents explaining the different functions 

associated to an icon. 

 

The management functions in Figure 2 are straightforward: 

- New Project: displays a panel to enter a new for a new project, creates a new empty project and 

switches to the process definition screen (see chapter 3). Figure 4 shows the screen when creating 

a new project. 

 

Figure 2: The start screen of the Psychro Tools App 

 

Figure 3: The functions associated to an icon at the left of the screen 
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- Demo Project: instead of creating a new project, you may decide to start from a demo project. The 

Psychro Tools App offers four different demonstration projects and explains their purpose. Figure 

5 shows the (simple) process to mix the air from a room with ambient air to get the condition of 

the mixed air. You can save the selected demo project and then open it as a regular Psychro Tools 

App project. 

- Open Project: use this command to open an existing Psychro Tools App project. After loading the 

project, the Psychro Tools Apps switches to the process definition screen to show the project 

content (see chapter 3). 

- Save Project: once you made some changes in a project, you can save it again. 

- Save Project As: you can also save the project in a different file, so that you can create several 

variations on a process. 

 

 

Figure 4: Defining a new project 

 

Figure 5: Selecting a Demo Project 
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3 Defining a Process 
Figure 6 shows the content of the process to mix air adiabatically, which is one of the demo projects 

as shown in Figure 5. It consist of: 

- A start point AA (Ambient Air), which is an ambient air point. This point is the start of the project. 

- A second point RA (Room Air), which defines the condition of the room air. 

- The action Mix Air, which uses the psychrometric conditions from the points AA and RA and 

calculates the resulting condition in the point NRA. 

 

The Psychro Tools App also shows these points and actions on a psychrometrics diagram. As the 

condition of point NRA is closer to point RA than AA, the mix is asymmetrical: it mixes more air 

from the room (RA) than from the ambient air (AA). 

Let’s recreate this process step by step: 

- First start a new project and fill in its name (Simple Mix), as shown in Figure 7: 

- Click OK to switch to the process definition screen as shown in Figure 8. This is an empty process, 

only containing a name. The commands at the left show the possible actions. Except SubProcess 

and Remove, all other commands are available. At this point, the Edit command would allow to 

 

Figure 6: Defining a process 

 

Figure 7: Creating the "Simple Mix Project" 
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edit the project name (Simple Mix). 

- The first action to add is a Psychro Point, which will be the starting point of the project. If the 

process will use a climate file to simulate, this action must define an ambient air condition. Figure 

9 shows the panel appearing when clicking the Psychro Point command: 

 The point must have a name. The Psychro Tools App automatically generates a unique name. 

 

Figure 8: An new project with an empty process 

 

Figure 9: Defining the start point of the process (point AA) 
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Its starts with the letter P, followed by a number. To get an identical process as the one in the 

demo project, you can change this name to AA. 

 The condition of this point is defined by two values. By default, this is a drybulb temperature 

and a relative humidity. However, it is possible to use different data, as for instance a drybulb 

temperature and a wetbulb temperature. To change these properties, click on the corresponding 

arrow button and select the required property. 

 As this point must be an ambient air point, it is important to set this checkmark. 

 Other settings are used in the graphical representation of this point. 

 

Click OK to close the panel and to add this point to the process and to display it in the 

psychrometrics diagram, as shown in Figure 10: 

- At any point, you can select the action and edit it, if necessary. To proceed with the next action, 

make sure the process (Simple Mix) is selected, as an action belongs to a process and not to a point. 

- The second point to add is the one defining the condition of the room air. This is very much the 

same as defining the first point. However, this point is not an ambient air point. So, the 

corresponding checkmark must be unchecked, as shown in Figure 11: 

 

Figure 10: Adding the point AA 
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- Clicking OK adds this second point, as shown in Figure 12: 

- The final step is defining an action mixing the air from the conditions defined in these points AA 

and RA. In addition of selecting the points, this action also needs the amount of air to mix from 

those two conditions, as shown in Figure 13: 

 To select a point, click on the corresponding button containing an arrow (>). This brings up a 

list with available points. The Psychro Tools App automatically selects one of the available 

points. 

 Enter an airflow for that point or use the airflow already associated to that point in a previous 

action. An ambient air point cannot have an amount of air associated to it. So, it is necessary to 

enter an explicit amount here. 

 Select the second point, in a similar way as the first one. 

 

Figure 11: Defining the room condition (point RA) 

 

Figure 12: Adding the point RA 
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 Enter an airflow for this second point as well. 

 The Psychro Tools App now calculates the condition of the resulting air. This point will have 

an airflow associated to it, which will be the sum of both airflow values defined in this screen: 

250m3/h + 1000m3/h = 1250m3/h. 

Click OK to close this panel and to add the result of the adiabatic mix to the psychrometric diagram, 

as shown in Figure 14 

- The resulting point gets a generated name (Gen1). However, by selecting that point entry, you may 

change its name and its representation on the psychrometric diagram, as shown in Figure 15: 

 

Figure 13: Defining the adiabatic air mix action 

 

Figure 14: The result of the adiabatic air mix 
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- This completes the definition of a process. You can now save it by clicking the project management 

icon and the Save Project As button as shown in Figure 16: 

Note that the project management screen now shows a summary of the project process. After 

having saved the project, its name appears at the top of the screen. 

 

 

Figure 15: Editing a result point 

 

Figure 16: Saving the project 
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4 Defining a Climate File 
The process defined in the previous chapter is a static one: Psychro Tools App calculates the resulting 

point of mixing air, but both points have a fixed condition of the air. However, the condition of the 

ambient air changes during the days, the months and the year. 

 

A climate file consists of a set of conditions for each hour of the year. This gives 365 x 24 = 8760 

conditions. To define these conditions, Psychro Tools App offers a function to generate or select a 

climate file, as shown in Figure 17: 

The definition of a climate file requires several parameters for temperature and humidity. However, a 

much simpler way is to select one. The Psychro Tools App contains climate files for the capital of 

every country in the world. To select such a climate file, click on the arrow button next to the country 

and select the required country. 

 

The Psychro Tool App then generates the 8760 climate data and associates it to the project. It also 

shows the parameters and creates a diagram for the selected climate file, as shown in Figure 18: 

 

Figure 17: Generating or selecting a climate file 
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The parameters for such a file are: 

- The name of the city. The predefined climate files contain the names of the capitals of the different 

countries. If you want to define data for another city, click the button with an arrow (>) to bring up 

the corresponding panel with the parameters to enter. Figure 19 at the left shows the panel to 

change the city name. Another city has a latitude and a longitude, as this affect the sun rise and sun 

set, defining the day and night periods for that city. 

- A climate also have a summer and winter period with temperature ranges during the day and the 

night. Figure 19 at the top right shows the parameters for the winter period. Similar data are 

necessary for the summer period. 

- In addition to the temperature ranges, a climate file also contains a range for the humidity, as shown 

in Figure 19 at the bottom right. 

When changing the parameters of the climate file, the Psychro Tools App adapts the resulting 

climate file, associated to the project. When saving the project, it now gives the process summary 

 

Figure 18: A climate file for Brussels in Belgium 

 

Figure 19: Parameters for a climate file 
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and the climate parameters, as shown in Figure 20: 

 

 

Figure 20: Saving the project with its climate data 

Figure 21: Defining the paths for projects and reports 
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5 Simulation 
Simulating the process is actually selecting the simulation period, the granularity of the steps and 

starting the simulation, as shown in Figure 22: 

The Psychro Tools App then applies the climate data step by step and calculates the different results. 

In this example, it calculates the mixing of air for the different ambient air temperature values applied 

to the point AA. 

 

After each step, it shows the result on the psychrometric diagram, creating an animation of the 

simulation. At the same time, you can observe the capacities needed during the process. As an 

adiabatic mix of air does not need any energy, these values remain zero. 

 

At any time, you can stop the simulation. When stopped, you can click a point on the diagram to get 

information about that point. Figure 23 shows the information about the point Gen1 on January the 

8th at 23:00. 

 

You can now proceed with the Continue button or step by step with the Step button. 

 

Figure 22: Simulating the process 
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Figure 23: Getting information about a simulated point 
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6 Defining Other Actions 
Figure 24 gives an overview of the available process actions, as explained in the help page of the 

Psychro Tools App: 

What follows is a more detailed description of each of these actions: 

- Saturate 

Given a point on the psychrometric diagram, the Saturate action cools down the air until it reaches 

a condition of fully saturated air, that is, air at a 100% relative humidity. Figure 25 shows the screen 

to enter a saturation action, the result of the definition both in the action overview and on the 

psychrometric diagram. 

A cool action is a combination of sensible and latent cooling. This total is called the total cooling. 

The ratio between the sensible and total cooling is the sensible heat factor (SHF). The lower this 

value, the more humidity this cooling action will extract from the air. 

 

As for many other actions, this action needs an airflow. When applying this cooling action to a 

given condition, the Psychro Tools App will calculate the amount of cooling capacity required to 

cool down the air from that condition to the 100%RH line on the diagram. This defines the end 

point of the action (Gen1). 

 

- Condensate 

The condensate action cools down saturated air along the 100%RH line. It does so by extracting 

an amount of humidity from the air. The Psychro Tools App allows two kinds of condensation: by 

reducing humidity and calculating the resulting end point or by defining the end point and 

calculating the required amount of humidity to extract. 

 

Figure 24: An overview of the available actions 

 

 

Figure 25: The saturate action 
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Figure 26 gives an overview of this action. The start and end points of a condensate action always 

are on the 100%RH line. 

- Cooling 

The cool action is a more general action. It either calculates the required cooling capacity and 

sensible heat factor between two points for a given amount of air or calculates the end point given 

an amount of total cooling capacity and a sensible heat factor. Figure 27 shows the calculation of 

the end point. If the given cool capacity is too large, so that the resulting end point would be outside 

the psychrometric diagram, the Psychro Tools App gives an error message. 

- Heating 

The heating action only supports sensible heating, for instance through an electric heater. It does 

not add any humidity to the air, as the Psychro Tools App also provides a separate humidification 

action (see further). 

 

Figure 26: The condensate action 

 

Figure 27: The cool action 
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Figure 28 shows the parameters for the heating action. You can either heat the air given an amount 

of heating capacity or calculate the required heating capacity given a target temperature or 

calculate the required heating capacity to reach a given point. 

- Humidify 

The humidification action supports both the steam humidification as the humidification along a 

constant enthalpy line, which is basically the humidification through evaporation. Figure 29 shows 

the results of both actions. Similar to the cooling and heating actions, you can define an amount of 

humidification and calculate the resulting end point or calculate the required amount of 

humidification to reach a given end point. 

 

Figure 28: The heating action 

 

Figure 29: The humidification action 

Use steam Use water
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- Mix Air 

See chapter 3 for a complete example using the mixing air action. 

 

- Heat Exchanger 

A heat exchanger action uses two airflows: one (warm) air is blowing over a surface covering the 

other (cool) air and warms this air up, while it is cooling down. This action needs some parameters 

of the heat exchanger, as shown in Figure 30: 

 When cooling down air, it becomes more and more saturated. If it gets too saturated, moist from 

the air will condensate. This may damage the heat exchanger. So, one of the parameters is the 

maximum allowed relative humidity in both airflow directions. 

 A heat exchanger is a device. So, there is a maximum of air that can pass through it. There is 

also a minimum airflow. Below that minimum the efficiency of the heat exchanger is degrading 

rapidly. 

 The efficiencies define the best operation conditions for the heat exchanger. There are 

efficiencies for the minimum, maximum and nominal airflow values. 

 There are two heat exchanger types:  

 A sensible heat exchanger does not allow humidity to cross over from the two flows. There 

is only an exchange of heat. The Psychro Tools App only uses the temperature efficiencies 

to calculate the results for this heat exchanger. 

 A total heat exchanger exchanges heat and humidity. To calculate the results for this heat 

exchanger, the Psychro Tools App uses all efficiencies (temperature, cooling enthalpy and 

heating enthalpy). 

Given these parameters, it is now possible to use a heat exchanger in a process action. Figure 31 

defines a simple process with two points (an ambient air point and a room air point) and a total 

heat exchanger. This device then calculates three additional points: 

 When the ambient air would be too cold, it may be necessary to add a heater to warm it up. In 

fact, air that is too cold would cool down the room air too much so that the air gets saturated 

and produce moist that may damage the heat exchanger. The Psychro Tools App makes sure 

 

Figure 30: Parameters for a heat exchanger 
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that the relative humidity of the cooled room air stays within the limits defined in the heat 

exchanger parameters. In the example of Figure 31, the point Gen1 is the condition of the 

ambient air that was heated up. 

 The heated up ambient air then passes through the heat exchanger, picks up more heat capacity 

and delivers fresh supply air to the room. This is the condition in point Gen2. 

 The room air is also passing through the heat exchanger and cools down and gets more 

saturated, but still within the limits of the heat exchanger. It is then delivered as exhaust air, 

which is the condition in point Gen3. 

 

The names of these points Gen1, Gen2 and Gen3 are generated ones. However, you can edit each 

of them and give them more appropriate names. 

- Psychro Point 

See chapter 3 for an explanation of using psychro points. Also, all previous action examples use 

psychro points. 

 

- Thermostat 

When you want to simulate a process for a whole year, you quickly will find a problem: how to 

define a process that only applies for low temperature values of ambient air (i.e. the winter) and 

another for high temperature values (i.e. the summer). You need some kind of decision making to 

switch from one process to another. 

 

A thermostat defines three zones in a psychrometric diagram (see Figure 32): 

 A zone where a process is supposed to heat. This is the red zone in Figure 32. 

 A zone where a process is supposed to cool. This is the blue zone in Figure 32. 

 A zone where a process is mainly ventilating. This is the remaining zone in Figure 32. 

 

Figure 31: The heat exchanger action 
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To define these zones, the thermostat action needs a decision point and zone limits, as shown in 

Figure 33: 

 The decision point must be an ambient air point. When simulating a process containing a 

thermostat, the actual simulation condition is assigned to this decision point, which in turn 

checks to what zone this condition belongs (heating, ventilation or cooling). 

 The heating limits define the zone in which a heating process will be activated. 

 The cooling limits define the zone in which a cooling process will be activated. 

The only actions that can be associated to a thermostat action are subprocess actions. These define 

the start of a sub process. A thermostat can have a maximum of  three sub processes: one for 

heating, one for cooling and one for ventilation. 

 

- Subprocesses 

 

Figure 32: A thermostat action 

 

Figure 33: The definition of a thermostat action 

Sub processes

Heating CoolingVentilation
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A subprocess is not really an action. It defines the start of a process considered as a heating, cooling 

or ventilation process. It consists of a name and the kind of subprocess, as shown in Figure 34: 

Instead of defining actions to the project, you can now add them to a subprocess, as shown in 

Figure 35: 

When you simulate a process containing a thermostat with subprocesses, the simulator will 

automatically switch subprocesses, depending on the ambient air condition assigned to its decision 

point. 

 

Each of the subprocesses has a starting point, which normally is an ambient air Psychro Point. During 

a simulation run, all ambient air psychro points get the same condition from the simulator. So, it is 

possible to define a subprocess without having to use points from other sub processes. A subprocess 

can also have a thermostat action to define even smaller subprocesses. 

 

 

Figure 34: Adding subprocesses to a thermostat action 

 

Figure 35: Examples of subprocesses associated to a thermostat action 
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7 The Other Screens 
This chapter explains the remaining screens of the Psychro Tools App: 

- Reporting 

The reporting screen allows to create a report of the process definition, the climate data and the 

simulation results, as shown in Figure 36 

You can also create the same report as a pdf file. You can also define the sections that must appear 

in that report. 

 

- Preferences 

The preferences screen defines the type of diagram to use, the lines to show in them and the 

required user interface language to use. 

 

Figure 36: A online report of the process data and the climate data 

 

Figure 37: The preferences screen 
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- Units and Dimensions 

This screen defines the available units and their currently used dimensions. Clicking the options 

changes the dimensions in all other screens. The screen also shows the corresponding values of 

the current dimension in the other available dimensions. For example, 25.00C corresponds with 

77.00F. 

- Colors 

This screen allows changing colors in diagrams and reports, either individually or per theme. 

 

 

Figure 38: The available units and dimensions 

 

Figure 39: Changing colors 


